LIFTING THE LID ON DEPTH
Catastrophy or Opportunity ?
Russell Gray

DEPTH the basics
• DEPTH is THE most fundamental measurement acquired – all well data and field
data is referenced to depth.
• Drillers Depth (DD) is applied while the well is being drilled and remains the
reference depth in well records, Final well report, casing and completion reports.
• Drillers Depth is used for final survey and well position (critical for anti-collision
and well paths) TVD and TVDSS.
• Depth is also the most ignored measurement
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Drillers depth
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Pipe tally = drillers depth
• Drill pipe comes in around 10 to15m lengths
• Lengths connected to make one stand – 30m
• Each pipe length is measured usually with a strap or tape measure
Uncertainty in each pipe length +/- 0.05% to 0.2% (1.5 cm to 6 cm per
30m)
• Pipe length can also be measured using a laser
Uncertainty+/- 0.015% to 0.02% (0.45 cm to 0.6 cm per 30m)

Both methods measure lengths in pipe yard,
length will vary due to pipe bowing, temperature,
care and attention.
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Pipe tally
• Pipe yard tally
• Check offload tally at rig site
• Keep record of pipe lengths while
run in hole
• Cumulative Tally = Drillers Depth
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Drillers depth uncertainty

• Pipe lengths measured in yard with no load and ambient
temperatures
• Tally errors
• Incremental depths based on time versus hook height
(Drawwork encoder)
• Pipe stick up at connection variation
• Real Time depth ‘adjustments’ are common
• Often rely on one encoder for the depth on drawworks –
independent encoder from mudlogging unit or LWD unit not
always installed
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Time depth log
• Block height variation
• How consistently is
the block height being
recorded
• M/LWD engineer on
the fly adjustments to
fix any gaps or
overlap
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LWD depth
• Real time and memory
final data on drillers
depth

• Very often when compare
to wireline have to apply
stretch and squeeze
in LWD due to the
adjustments in time to
depth and load variation
in drill pipes
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Post well drillers depth correction
• We all know Drillers Depth is not ‘true depth’
• Pipe length measured with no load and surface temperature
• During drilling the pipe is in tension due to weight of connected pipes
- Hook load increases with depth
- Weight on bit is controlled by reducing the hook load transfering the weight
of the pipe to the bit

• Pipe expands with increases in temperature
• Drilling dynamics; drag / bouyancy with mud and cuttings, pump
rates, torque, WOB variation make for complex corrections
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Drillers Depth is shallow to true
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Drillers depth correction
• LWD is nearly always shallow to ‘true depth’
• Typically around 1 m per 1000 m depending on trajectory and
temperature
• Correction possible using contractor in-house correction models with
drilling and mud parameters applied
• Correction possible using Along Hole Depth corrections (Harald Bolt
publications)

• VERY rarely is any correction applied – so we are at least
consistently wrong!
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Wireline depth
• First wireline run usually used as PRIMARY DEPTH CONTROL
• Wireline is the second measurement of depth in a well
• The wireline depth must be INDEPENDENT of Drillers Depth
- NOT TIED TO CASING SHOE DEPTH - Logging crew requested to tie their
depth to drillers. No disagreement with drillers depth so drillers are happy. Need
to go to field prints to read remarks to know if this is the case.

• Wireline depth should be deeper than drillers depth.
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Wireline depth
• Cable passes through a measuring
head
• Cable contacts precise measuring
wheels which rotate as the cable
passes
• One revolution of the measuring
wheel results in a linear distance
equaling the circumference of the
wheel
• Depth is recorded through an
Encoder

Measure wheels, horizontal to
cable

Tension is measured by the
amount the cable bends
between offset wheels
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Wireline depth – magnetic marked cables
• During the spooling of a cable onto a drum magnetic marks are
applied onto the cable at fixed intervals of 25m or 50m with the cable
pre tensioned to a fixed value (usually 1000 lbf).
• The depth mark is recorded at a reference point close to surface and
the calibrated depth derived from the number of marks from the
reference.
• Between marks the measurehead wheel encoder provide incremental
depths.
• The use of a magnetically marked cable allows correction for
measurehead wheel errors.
• By logging up over a recognised marker such as a casing shoe the
magnetic mark depth compared to the wheel only values provide the
correction in the measurehead wheel depth.
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Wireline uncertainty
• To correct for possible cable slip on either measure wheel a fastest wheel
algorithm is applied.
• The accuracy for measurement wheels is 0.03% to 0.05% (0.3m to 0.5m
/1000m assuming zero slippage)
• The accuracy for magnetic marked cable is 0.01% to 0.015% (0.1 to
0.15m /1000m).
• Measure wheel only depth cannot be corrected for any errors – you have
but one depth measurement
• If the tool zero point depth when RIH is > 50cm than return to zero tool
depth on POOH - indicates issues with measure wheel depths (slippage,
accuracy).
• Cables stretch – as tension increases the stretch of the cable increases –
each cable has it own stretch co-efficient, The age (seasoning) and
condition of the cables are not constant so the stretch coefficient has
some uncertainty.
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Depth Uncertainty
Depth measurement will be closer to actual depth if a well
is:
• Shallow
• Low temperature
• Large Hole Size
• Truly Vertical
• Using a seasoned cable
• Logging centralized tools
• In gauge borehole with low rugosity
• These borehole conditions are very rare !
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Log down Depth as reference
• Schlumberger Standard Operating Procedures state the log down
depth reference should only apply in vertical wells, where the well
inclination is not vertical or where hold ups occur during RIH the
wireline RIH depth should be corrected for calculated stretch.
• The log down depth reference is applied in nearly all wells regardless of
trajectory.
• It assumes any cable stretch is accounted for in the approximately 1.5m
of cable between the drum and measurewheel
• It assumes the cable tension on the drum is the same as the previous
run i.e. all runs have the same tension versus depth profile.
• Assumes no loss in RIH tension due to hold ups, tool floating.
• Is a Measurewheel only depth record (Schlumberger stopped using
magnetic marked cable)
• The SCORR (Stretch Correction) is the depth shift between the RIH
depth which is taken as the correct and primary depth versus the main
up log.
• A bulk shift of the SCORR is applied to the up log depth. (Note this
would mean the zero depth for Gr to surface will now be below the rig
floor by same amount of shift applied at TD as will the seabed !)
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Cable Stretch
• Cable tension and thus the cable stretch is a non linear relationship
• Changes in well bore rugosity, mud properties, trajectory all influence the wireline tension
• Standard procedures to perform Pick up tensions while RIH allow modelling of non linear
behaviour and allow cable stretch to be calculated along the well
• The stretch corrections applied by the logging contractor are provided in the remarks on the log
header

● Linear tension and stretch in ideal vertical well during
POOH shown in red

● True stretch during POOH shown in blue as tension is non
linear (pick up tensions while RIH in green stars)

● Note even in a vertical well the cable stretches while RIH
(Green)
If do not account for this stretch the down log will be
shallow to true depth
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Why Lift Lid On Depth
• We can apply corrections to the the Drillers (LWD) Depth after well
TD.
• We can check and apply (as required) wireline stretch corrections.
Compare values to the corrected Drillers Depth
• We can apply uncertainties to both corrected depths to get closer to
the true depth (and understand our uncertainties in the well depth)
• WHY not let sleeping dogs lie?
• How many days have Petrophysicist spent looking at pressure
gradients, examining gauge to probe heights, psi precision and
accuracy to make a call on the free water level and if volumes are in
communication – yet the actual depth is ignored (usually assumed +/1 to 2m vertical depth uncertainty in each well ) when in reality
different wells could be 5m, 10m, 15m + corrected depth difference !
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Important to know depth correct ?
Exploration well is usually vertical
Appraisal and development wells are
nearly always deviated. The depth
corrections will not be uniform across
all wells.
Significant uncertainty in the actual
depth must be consistently corrected
for and understood.
Depth uncertainty
in contacts or tops

Significant
uncertainty in
STOIIP or GIIP and
connectivity
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Conclusions
• Depth is the most basic reference
• It has been simplified into cummulative bits of pipe joined together and
push down a well for Drillers Depth
• Wireline depth is more complicated (unless tie to pipe depth) with an
elastic cable to account for.
• Historically no corrections to driller depth are applied
• Operators rely on wireline vendors to apply any cable corrections but do
not often question the provided depths.
• We can chose which depth to use as the well reference and thus into the
reservoir models.
• Applying depth corrections is a way to normalise and understand depth
uncertainty within and between wells and improve the reservoir model –
it depends where your field and reservoir models are in the field life
whether it is worth having the courage to open Pandoras box for depth
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Thank you

